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ABSTRACT 

In the province and districts of Şanlıurfa, it is seen that there are many local arts from copper, 

straw, knitting to fur processing, from kazaz knitting to hand weaving and felting. Within the 

scope of hand weaving in the region, weaving of sackcloth, carpet, rug, cicim and zili. Flat 

weaving, which includes products such as kilim, cicim and zili, has a special importance since 

it provides an opportunity for the evaluation of hair and wool obtained from ovine livestock 

which is an important economic activity in the region. 

Plain kilim weavings are weft-faced weavings formed by passing weft and warp threads evenly 

over and under each other. Cicim weaving is a kind of weaving in which colored pattern yarns 

are used besides weft and warp yarns. Since it has a similar appearance to the “winding” 

technique with fine lines on flat woven floors, it has the appearance of having been embroidered 

with needle on flat woven floors. 

This study has been carried out in order to determine the technical, motif and composition 

characteristics of cicim weavings in Şanlıurfa. Cicim weavings in the region "warp and weft-

faced" two different techniques are woven. Warp-faced weaves are weavings in which the motif 

is formed by warp yarns and the weft thread is used to hold the structure together. Warp-faced 

cicim samples identified in Viransehir, Harran and Siverek are narrow weaving varieties 

produced on three-legged looms. It is used for making wide floor cloths by sewing each other 

on its long edges or for decorating tents by adding them on short edges. 

Weft-faced cicims are examples of cicim where colored pattern yarns form motifs between 

wefts. These motifs may be frequent or sparse. Weft-faced cicim weavings are seen in almost 

all districts. In this paper, cicim weaving samples that can be reached within the scope of the 

research will be documented with photographs and information about their technical properties 

will be given. 
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